In!this!Letter,!by!imaging!individual!laser[irradiated!nanoparticles,!we!remove!the!size!and! intensity! averaging! present! in! previous! studies,! which! allows! us! to! clearly! observe! nanoscale!plasma!shock!waves.!Furthermore,!we!demonstrate!that!these!shock!waves!can! be!controlled!by!using!a!laser!pulse!to!shape!the!plasma!density!profile.!Finally,!we!present! hydrodynamic! simulations! that! provide! a! mechanism! for! the! generation! and! control! of! shock!waves!in!nanoplasma.! Our!observation!of!shock!waves!in!nanoplasma!is!enabled!by!a!unique!experiment! [Fig.!1] ! that! can! detect! photoions! from! the! nanoplasma! generated! from! a! single' laser[irradiated! nanoparticle.! Nanocrystals! of! NaCl,! KCl,! KI,! or! NH4NO3! with! diameters! of!~100!nm! are! created!using!a!compressed[gas!atomizer!and!introduced!into!the!vacuum!chamber!using!an! aerodynamic! lens.! A! plasma! is! formed! via! illumination! of! a! particle! with! a! tightly! focused! 40[fs!laser!pulse!(wavelength!of!either!400!nm!or!800!nm)!with!an!intensity!that!is!adjusted! between!3!×!10 !" !and!4!×!10 !" !W/cm 2 .! The! angle[resolved! energy! distribution! of! the! ions! created! by! the! expanding! nanoplasma! is! recorded! using! a! velocity[map[imaging! (VMI)! photoion!spectrometer! [1, [10] [11] [12] !that!records!a!two[dimensional!projection!of!the!photoion! angular!distribution!(PAD).!! Because!the!laser!focal!spot!is!small!compared!to!the!spacing!between!the!nanoparticles,!we! probe,! on! average,! one! nanoplasma! every! 40! laser[shots! (See! Supplemental! Material! [13] ! for! complete! experimental! details).! In! all! laser[irradiated! nanoparticle! experiments,! each! nanoparticle!will!experience!a!different!laser!intensity!depending!on!where!it!is!located!in! the! laser! focus,! which! leads! to! intensity! averaging! effects! if! each! PAD! contains! ions! from! many!nanoparticles,!as!was!the!case!in!previous!nanoplasma!studies! [14] [15] [16] .!However,!in! this! experiment,! each! PAD! corresponds! to! a! single! particle! and,! although! the! intensity! cannot!be!precisely!controlled!for!each!particle,!no!intensity!averaging!takes!place!within!a! single!PAD.!This!allows!for!the!observation!of!previously!undiscovered!physical!processes,! ! 3! even! those! that! are! exquisitely! sensitive! to! laser! intensity,! particle! size,! or! particle! composition.! In! our! experiment,! when! the! peak! laser! intensity! is! below!5!×!10 !" !W/cm 2 ,! the! PADs! contain!only!100!or!fewer!ions,!corresponding!to!the!ionization!of!the!residual!N2!and!H2O! gas! that! flows! with! the! particles! through! the! aerodynamic! lens.! However,! when! the! laser! intensity! is! increased! above!~5!×!10 !" !W/cm 2 ,! we! observe! some! PADs! that! contain! more! than!10 4 !ions,!indicating!plasma!formation!in!a!single!nanoparticle! [Fig. !S1]! [13] .!Indeed,!in! this! intensity! regime,! solid! nanoparticles! are! rapidly! (<1! ps)! converted! into! dense! nanoplasmas!through!the!following!mechanism! [16] [17] [18] .!First,!the!strong!laser!field!causes! some!of!the!atoms!to!ionize!through!tunnel!ionization! [9] ,!liberating!about!one!electron!per! atom! within! a! few! tens! of! fs! [19] .! These! free! electrons! are! accelerated! by! the! strong! laser! field! and! then! drive! further! rapid! ionization! through! electron! impact! ionization! [16] .! The! electrons!continue!to!be!driven!by!the!laser!field!and!absorb!energy!through!collisions!with! the!ions! [20] (Fig.! S1) ,! the! dependence! of! shock! wave! formation! on! particle! size! (Fig.!S2) ,! the! increase! of! shock! wave! formation! with! laser! intensity! (Fig.! S3) ,! the! effect! of! time[delay! on! the! ion! yield! of! the! shock! wave! (Fig.! S4) ,! the! simulated! dependence! of! the! shock!wave!on!time[delay! (Fig.!S5) ,!and!the!simulated!dependence!of!the!shock!wave!on!the! intensity!of!the!second!laser!pulse! (Fig.!S6) .! 
